Convocation & Award Ceremony 2020
Every Year Manovikas Charitable Society Organised the Convocation and Award Ceremeny
for the students persuing the Diploma In Education Spl Education Intelluctual
Disability.Every convocation we awarded the certificate to our teacher trainees ,students of
National Institution for Open schooling from class 1 to 12 th and for other program.Very
renouned and expert from the field of disability awarded the certifiacte to the teachers
trainees.In India Manovikas first started the convocation ceremony for the students with
disabilities.
They feel proud with their certificate and degree. It is professional degree and help to apply for the
job in the field of disabilities. They become a professional special educator.

The members of a college or university are assembled for a ceremony. The above
glimpses are the convocation of the Diploma Program. Manovikas not only honoured
the degree to the mainstreaming people but it also awarded the students of National
Institution for Open schooling students.

NIOS Students
Master Sambhav Jain
score 56 % in the OBE
Level A from NIOS. He
feel proud with his
certificate and marksheet.
His patents also feel
proud.

Manovikas School for inclusion
collaboration with different school of
Delhi and NCR and outside of the
Delhi for the educational training.
Different school enrol their students
for the education. The completion of
the final exam NIOS send the
certificate and degree to Manovikas.
The above students are continuing
their study from Jingle Bell Academy
appreciate their parents to bring them
here for the awarded function.

Extraordinary Teacher Trainee in the study of Diploma
Manovikas Institute for Higher Education
presents this Award in the memory of Late
Vaidya Pandit Kailash Mishra
“Deenbandhu”. It acknowledges a Special
Education trainee undergoing Diploma in
Education programme, for their
extraordinary accomplishment in all
aspects of pedagogical education in the
individual and group education, academic
and co-curricular activities teaching for the
children with special needs. This award is
sponsored by Dr. Ashish Kumar “Raman”, eldest son of late Mishra.

In the above Award Ms.Garima Shukla Awarded for the extraordinary in the study of
Diploma .She done excellent track record of full attendance, timely submission of
assignments, creative participated in all activities during training. She has scored
85.88% in Diploma in Education Special Education programme.

Exceptional Caregiver Award

Manovikas Also awarded the exceptional Caregiver Award is brings much-deserved
recognition to the Caregivers providing service for Quality of Life programme at
Manovikas that goes “above and beyond.” The award recognizes the compassion
and achievements of our Exceptional Caregivers, the devotion and care to their
clients while providing peace of mind to their families.
The Exceptional Caregiver Award is to Sanno Khatoon brings much-deserved
recognition to the Caregivers providing service for Quality of Life programme at
Manovikas that goes “above and beyond.” The award recognize the compassion
and achievements of our Exceptional Caregivers, the devotion and care to their
clients while providing peace of mind to their families.

